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The reality of nature, the reality
of life is oneness. But we humans
have such a strong egotistic nature.

We are the ones who create dual-
ism, we are the ones who talk about
two sides: front and back, right and

wrong, me and you. As soon as
life is dichotomized, tension is
created. But when life is harmo-
nized, there are no quarrels, no
complaints. Each takes his or her
part and does the best. There is

totality in oneness. A mother and
child are one. A mother forgets
danger and risks her life for the
child. lt is not sacrifice. They are
two separate beings but they are
one. A motherexhibits an immedi-
ate, direct action of oneness. lt is a

natural act - not a sense of duty, or
"must," or "ought."

Oneness and individuality
coexist. There is no question about
the importance and uniqueness of
each indvidual life. However, differ-
ence is no difference. The very dif-
ference is equality, is one. When
colorless light is put through a
prism it separates into different
colors. This very light is all colors;

ONENESS
by Rev. Gyomay M. Kubose

allthe colors are one light. Our life
is like that: various manifestations,
various individualities, but the core
of life is one. When we become
one, it is colorless no self, no ego.

But our narrow, self- centeredness
prevents us from seeing this one-
ness. When we learn to transcend
this ego activity, we find that our
ego as it is becomes the true self.
This is enlightenment. Different
lives become one life, transcend-
ing ditferences yet maintaining
uniqueness. We harmoniously live

one life. We say a hand has a front
and back. But there is only one
hand. Hand is hand. Dichotomiz-
ing and labelling are only concepts.
We should not conceptualize and
divide things into two. Reality is
one. Our life is one.
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WHY LEGACY?
By Rev. Koyo Sunnan Kubose

I would like to describe what motivated me to begin establishing the

Rev. Gyonny M. Kubose Dharma Legacy (aka Kubose Dharma Legacy).

THE PAST

During the past 20 years of my ministry | have had the pdvilege of

experiencing first hand how Rev. Qyomay M. Kubose lived the Bud
dhist teachings. Being his son, I have seen how his undenstanding of

the teachings are manifested in his dailyfamily life. There is no separa-

tion between who he is as a minister and how he lives as an ordinary

human being.

I also have seen how other people have been influenced. Monks

from difierent countries. as well as various ministers from across the

country when in Chicago made it a point to visit Rev. Kubose. The word

was, as one of them put it, 'When in Chicago, visit Kubose."

Whenever I was a guest speaker at various temples in differcnt parts

of the country, people would mention meeting Rev. Kubose when he

had come to speak at their temple. They would often comment on his

book, "Everyday Suchnass.' I was irnpressed by how much impact he

had on so many people. Once I was a guest speaker at a Buddhist

retreat in Washington. During a break in the activities, I went for a walk

in the woods. A man from Portland, Oregon, a prominent lay leader of

the Buddhist Churches of America, was walking with me. He talked

about'Everyday Suchness" and then he summadzed by simply but em-

phatically saying, 'lt just makes sense!" I also remember a vivacious

college student from Hawaii who had adjustment problems during her

fi rst year aray f rom home attending a M idwestem university. She wpte,
'l didn't know where to tum for help in dealing with my homesickness

and being wenrhelrned with my new ervironment. Then I remernbercd., .

I had a copy of 'Everyday Suchness!' lt helped me tremerdously."

Over the years I have met so many people who have told me how

they were influenced by Rev. Kubose. I also have seen countless let
ters from people who wote Rev. Kubose thanking him for the great

influence his teachings had on their lives.

THE PRESENT

Six years have gone by since Rev. Kubose officially retircd from the

Buddhist Temple of Chicago at the age of 86, This year he is 92 years

old. Although he is in good health and has continued to participate in

temple functions, he has had to cut back on his activities. He no

longer gives Sunday Dharma talks. He no longer conducts family
services for temple members. He does not bavel to conferences

or go to guest speak at other temples.

As Rev. Kubose's dircct influence has gradually waned with

the passage of time, questions occuned to me. "Wouldn't it be a

shame if the coming generations were not able to receive what

he had to ofie?" 'Would his books continue to be made avail-

able?" "Would his emphasis on a nondualistic, non-sectarian

approach to Buddhism endure and flourish?' This led to the

thought, 'An organization is needed to specifically focus on the
perpetuation and continued development of his work," Without

such an organization, his influence could gnadually become just a

warm memory of a past time in history. After a lifetime of promot
ing Buddhism in America, it would be sad indeed if his contfibu-

tions did not continue their influence.

I came to deeply realize that my fathe/s work, his teachings,

his life is a gift. How fortunate I am to be able to rcceive this gift.

It makes my whole life worthwhile. lt puts to rest all quastions of
pupose or meaning in my life. This gift of the Dharma is available

to everyone. All indiMdual spidtualjoumeys are struggles. Mine

was. I hope that when my childen, otrcr family members and

relatives have to face ultimate questions in life, as each of us

must do - may they be as fortunate as I was in tdrB de to be

noudshed by what Rev. Kubose himsdf gined and ofiered to all

of us.

THE ruruRE
It is because Rev. Kubose's teachings haw influenced my life

that I feel they are precious and have so much to ofier otprs.
Thus I thought, Yes, we need an organization dedcated to tp
legacy of his life.' This makes s€ns€, naths tnn leaving tn avail-

Sility of what he has to offer to the vicissitudes of time ard cir-

cumstance. Although one never knows how things may tum out,

its the doing and living that is important. So, what can I do to start

things ofi? What is the best way to proceed? lt occured to me

that a natunal way is for the family to be the nucleus in ensuring

the continuity of Rev. Kubose's life's work.

I am insSrircd by my fathe/s Btddilst Name, Glomay, which

means Bright Dawn. lt has been said, The only real joy in the

world is to begin." lt is always the beginning of a shining new day.

I hope to live up to the Buddhist name given to me by my faher,

Koyo, which means Tace the sun.'
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Dearc Setuel vK,q
Dear Sensei,

I understand that Rev. Kubose is a Jodo Shinshu minister that is

in@endent of BCA. In oder to understand where his point comes

fom, I was wondering if that was the only difference.

K.N. (San Diego, CA)
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Dear K.N,.

You asked about Rev. Gyomay

Kubose's religious lineage and how
it is connected to BCA (Buddhist

Churches of America.) In order to

understand this, a brief history of
Jodo Shinshu is required. Back in
the 1600's in Japan, there was a
political split into two branches:

Honpa Honganji (Nishi Honganji)

represented as BCA in the US; and
Otani Ha (Higashi Honganji).

Rev. Gyomay Kubose was or-

dained in the Higashi Honganji

branch of Jodo Shinshu. As a min-

ister, Rev. Kubose comes from this

religious tradition but institutionally

there is no formal membership in

this hierarchy. His teacher, Rev.

Akeganasu, advised him to break

new ground in America and start an

independent temple which he did

in 19t14. He has good relatims with
boh the Nishiand Higashibnanctns

and participates in joint activities.

His approach is not contrary to tra-
ditional Jodo Shinshu teachings in

any fundamental way, but his em-
phasis and intepretation is less
tied or attached to that traditional
framework and its terminology.

Rev. Kubose's major emphasis
is on individualspiritual growth that
draws on various sources - basic
teachings of Gautama Buddha,
Jodo Shinshu, and Zen Buddhist

teachings. These teachings are ex-
pressed in simple, everyday lan-
guage without having to label them
as of one sect or another. There is

no restriction or limitation as to
forms of religious practice. His ap-
proach sees the value in all the

teachings and is chanacterized by

doctrinal inclusiveness. Individuals

are encouraged to follow the best
path for oneself as it dynamically

unfolds throughout one's lifetime.

I hope this helps cladty the rela-

tionship between BCA and Rev.

Gyomay Kubose's approach to the
Buddhist teachings.
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Dear Sensei,

What is yourMarr on reirrcamation?

B. W. (LosAngeles,CR)

Dear 8.W.,

The basic teaching of 'anatman" d+
nies the existence of a static, unchang-

ing entity called soul or self. Thus, my

interpetation is that them can be no re
incamation or tnansrnigration of such a
sonl sr5starrce. Enlightenment is to go

beyord the dualism of Urh and death.

The Budfia denied both'nihilism" (after

death, therc is nothing) and'etemalism" (after

death, a soul exists forever). Buddrism goes

beyond such dralistic logic. Budfiism is a way

of "oneness' where what is called self is
amther name forchange itsdf. lt ttas ben said

that there is no death as such, only one eter-

nal change.

Pahaps this exampe may be tnpful: Wfnn
a wave dses and then retums to the ocean,

whore did it go? The wave (or individual self)

does exist, but is not a static uncharging en-

ti$. The wave is not a thing but is a dynamic
process. The ocean water that makes up what

is called'a wave' is constantly chang-

ing. In that sense, the wave and ocean

are identical. Thus the Buddhist logic is
'One, yet two, yet one." This is the way

ofAbsolute Oneness.
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VIEWS OF ONENESS

swim, there is an ocean and there is
you. lt is dualistic. Culminating in not
two means jump into the ocean.
Ocean and you become one. That is
the ultimate state of becoming one.
In otherwords, Oneness is not an idea
of oneness. The oneness ofthe ocean
and you is something active, some-
thing that leaves no trace of form.
Activity is constantly moving from
moment to moment. We do not
realize it, but mind is always picking

there. This is Oneness.
(Returning to Silence, Dainin Katagiri, Shambhala

Publications Inc. 1988 pg 6a-65)

v;::3i
aspects o
and the B
concludes that those manifestations
enter into Oneness. He further ex-
plains that Oneness refers to the ab-
sof ute Dharma-bo dy (asamskrita-
dharmakdya) which is the equivalent
of Suchness, True Suchness, Ulti-
mate Reality, Nirvana, and so on.
(The Three Pure Land Sufas; Hisao Inagaki.

Nagh Bunshodo Printing Co., LTD 1994 pg. 28)

A lthough Nirvana, or the "Middle
/1Way," is beyond duality, it is not
characterized by a monistic view.
Monism is not yet free from duality,
for it is still opposed to dualism or
pluralism. Being beyond duality, the
view of one who has attained Nirvana
is not monistic but rather non-dualis-
tic. This is why Buddhism does not
proclaim the one God, but sPeaks of
Siinyata- (Emptiness). Emptiness is
realized by going beyond the one
God and thus is not the relative emp-
tiness of a mere vacuum...The uni-

rtic
in
ich
wh

as reducible to the one.

view, this is true even for God, the
"only One". On the other hand, if all

wo means the dualistic world.
For instance, when you want to

particular things are respectively self-
identical, there is no equality between
them and everything is self-centered.
Both Emptiness, the negation of one-
ness, and egolessness, the negation
of everyth ing's self-centeredness, a re
necessary for Awakening. In the
realization of Emptiness which is
another term for Nirvana, all particu-
lar things are respectively just as they
are and yet equal in their suchness.
(Zen and Western Thought Masao Abe, Univer-

sity of Hawaii Press 1989 pg. 208)

l\ /lahayana Buddhism severely criti
lVl cizes a oneness of everything
without discrimination as a false
equality or a false sameness. Mere
equality as the negation of differen-
tiation cannot then be called true
equality. Equality in oneness as the
uftimate ground, e.9., fo hen, God,
esse rpsum, or whatever it may be
named, if it is subsfanfaal can never
be real equality, because even equal-
itv in this sense is still involved with,
ahd thereby limited by, a differentia-
tion, the differentiation between the
substantial oneness and the things
which participate in that substance.
On the contrary, in oneness which is
non-substantial things do not partici-
pate in oneness, but are thoroughly
f ulfilled lhroug h dyna m ic identity with
that non-substantial oneness.
Therein, without eliminating its par-
ticularity and differentiation, every-
thing is realized in itself. Only in this
non-substantial oneness can equal-
ity take place.
(Zen and Western Thought; Masao Abe, Univer-

sity of Hawaii Press 1989 P9.177)

I n the Mahayana understanding of
I Buddhahood. the ideal was to
attain a sense df oneness with the
whole, or emptiness-as in Tendai-the
truth of the Middle, where things are
Void yet are as they are. The issue
here between Shinshu and othertra-
ditions isto experience one's Buddha-
nature as against becoming a
specific Buddha.
(Stategies for Modern Living:Acommentary with

the Text of theTannisho; Alfred Bloom, Numata

Center for Buddhist Translation and Research,

1992 pg. 128)

There is considerable discu-
I sion of the important concePt of

Voidness and nonduality in traditional
Buddhism. However, for Shinran, true
nonduality goes beyond all the petty
distinctions we use to classify and

judge people, others and our-
selves. Only when we have given
up this practice of classifying and
judging can true unity, oneness of
spirit, arise among us, and faith
as a liberating reality vitalize our
daily lives.
(Stategies for Modern Living: Acommenbry
with the Text of theTannisho Alfred Bloorn

Numata Center for buddhist Translation and

Research, 1992 p9.47)

f learly this is the basis for
\zShinran's statement that he
has never once said the
Nembutsu for his own parents, he
makes real in his own life and
teachings the Buddhist universal-
ism that transcends all social,
racial, political, and cultural barri-
ers. We are all one. The respect
that we owe our immediate par-
ents and kin, we also owe equally
to all beings. Major teachings of
Buddhist philosophy emphasize
this view whether it be the inter-
secting karmic destinies, the law
of interdependence, orthe univer-
sal Buddha in all beings. There is
an essential oneness to which our
egoistic delusions blind us.
(Sbategies for Modan Living: Acommentary
wih he Text of theTannisho: Alfied Bloorn,

Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and

Research, 1992 pg. 70)

The structure of the religious
I life that we perceive in

Shinran's teaching is significant
for its denial of legalism and mor-
alism, and for its attempt to base
life on the deep inward awareness
of finitude - our own imperfections
- and gratitude. Shinran's religious
philosophy has been termed the
religion beyond good and evil. lt
is an apt description when we un-
derstand that by giving up the con-
scious, moralistic distinctions of
oood and evil as the means of
domparing ourselves with others
(a means whereby the compari-
son is usually favorable to our-
selves), religion becomes an in-
fluence to unite people ratherthan
a barrier to separate and judge
people. In this way, the single-
mindedness of faith will flow into
the oneness of the community, in-
spired by the compassion which
embraces and never rejeas.
(Stategies for Modern Living: A commentary

with the Text of theTannisho; Alfied Bloom,

Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and

Research, 1992 pg. 75)
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Dear Sensei,
Would you care to comment upon the following

quotation from noted astronomer Carl Sagan's novel
Contact, "Do Buddhists believe in God, or not?" Ellie
asked on their way to have dinner with the Abbot of
the...Buddhist monastery..." Their position seems to
be," Vaygay replied dryly, 'that their God is so great
he doesn't even have to exist."

G.C. (Chicago, lL)

Dear Readers,
Seeing the movie Contact recently, reminded me

of the above letter I received over 10 years ago. At
that time, I asked people for their comments. Here
are some replies:

'The essence of Buddhism is 'sunyata'which re-
fers to a non-dualism that is beyond the dichotomy of
God vs. no God. Thus, Buddhism neither affirms nor
denies the existence of God."

"God is synonomous with the totality of Life, a dy-
namic process. God is more a verb than a noun."

"Our human teachers, Mohammed, Jesus, and

7ailrl
blueberry picking

undaunted by darkened skies
family reunion

by Minnie Kubose

Siddhartha were never concerned with the Greatness of
God, or of each other, for that matter. But people want to
follow the teachings and they want "God" on their side.
The irony is that humans only know what God "knows"
through our teachers. lf Buddhists and believers of our
other teachers were to live theirteachings daily, God might
be so pleased he wouldn't need to exist."

Again, I invite comments from you, the readers. Give it
some thought over the dinner table or while talking in the
car and drop me a line.

Dear Sensei,
I am enjoying listening to The Center Within audio cas-

sette during my daily driving on the Southern California
streets and highways. Ordering more to share these en-
lightening thoughts with my wife and two sons. l'm glad we
found you. Please keep up the good work!

R.T. (Pasadena, CA)

Dear Sensei,
Thank you for'Dial the Dharma." A friend who used to

live in Chicago told me about it. My favorite message to
date is the one about spiritual poverty. I would like to join
you on spiritual Skid Row and have a few laughs.

S.U. (Phoenix, M)
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Books by Rev. Gyomay M. Kubose

EVERYDAY SUCHNESS. A classic collection of
short articles first published in 1967, hailed as one

of he most significant books in Buddhism because

of its simple explanations and reference to evry-
day life. (Elevenh pinting, 1994); 142 pages.

THE CENTER WlTHlN. Continues he approach

of'Everyday Suchness" and speaks directy to he
ordinary layperson. Collection of 58 essays reflecb
Rev. Kubose's unique, down-to+arfi pesenhtion

of the Dharma teachings wttich ofies to all People a

richer, more meaningful life. 1986; 13,4 pages.

THE CENTER WITHIN audio cassette, 3 hours.

AMER ICAN BUDDHISM. Coves a hief history of

Buddhisrn in America, he Four Noble Truhs, Eight-

fold Patr, poblems in taminology and misunder-

shndings common to Westemers 1976; 29 pages.

TAN BUTSU GE (Iranslation and commenbry).

This suta tells he stry of Dharmakara who be
cameAmihbha, tre Buddha of Infinite Light. 1976

(Second Prinling, 1991); 56 pages.

HEART OF THE GREAT WISDOM SUTRA
(Irarslation and commenbry). This suta deals witl
he teachings of non-self and nohingness. 1975

(Second Printing, 1991); 35 Pages.

THE FUNDAMENTAL SPIRIT OF BUDDHISM
by HayaAkegBrasu (Rar. G.M. Kubose's teacha).

Translated tom Japanese by Rat. Kt$ose; gives

an klea of Rw. Akegrasu's life (1877-19!l) and

teachings. 1977; 87 pagBs.

Mp.tsr,*991!:r:

Tan Eulsu Ge

t-j lwo{LD LIKE TO ndKE ( (OllTXlD(InOll ( tax deductible )

.'$ rwovm uKE To oKDER TnE DooKJ ndKKEb FELow

Title *gIv Price Total

The Center Within $12m

The Center Within AudioTaws $1800

$500

$700 
.

l 9.f .ol.t !p. 
-e. 
p a-t .W : dgn.9 ylr q. 

. _ _....

Tlp Fundanental Sprit of &tddhism '

$600

$8m

SHIPPING $

TOTAL S

Shipping - $3.00 first trrc books and 50d pa item hereafter.

d Payaute to: Kubose Dharma LegacY

fliJil4 Harding Ave. Skokie,lllinois 60076

.Y

Dr. Masao Abe
(Nara University of Education

FAS Society, Kyoto, Japan)

Rev. Tozen Akiyama

(Milwaukee Zen Center)

David Brazier
(Dharma Teacher to $e
Arnida Trust, England)

Rev. Donald W. Castro

(Seatte Bebuin Buddhist Temple)

Rev. Stanley L. Davis, Jr
(National Conference of

Christian & Jeun, Chicago)

Rev. Yoshiaki Fujitani

(Honolulu, Hauaii)

Victor Sogen Hori

(Faculty of Religious Studies

McGill Univesity, Canada)

Rev. Dr, Ryo lmamuna

(Evageen Shte College

Olympia, lArashin$on)

Dr. Tetsuden Kashima

(University of l/\fashin$on

Seatte, Vllashin$on)

Rev. Dean Koyama

(lacorna Buddhist Temple, WA)

Rev. Akio Miyaji

(San Diego Buddhist Terple)

Mr. Bdan Nagata

(Mitutoyo Corporation, Awaa, lllinois)

Rev. T. Kenjitsu Nakagaki

(New York Buddhist Church)

Rev. Koshin Ogui

(Midurest Buddhist Temple, Chicago)

Rev. Bob Oshita

(Buddhist Church of Sacramento)

Bhante Madawala Seelawimala

Mahathena

(American Buddhist Saninary, CA)

ProfessorS.l. Shapiro
(Buddhist Studies Progrun,

University of Hawaii)

Eido Tai Shimano Roshi

(Zen Studies Society, NarYork)

Rev. Yoshiaki G. Takemuna

(Seatte Bebuin Buddhist Temple)

Rev. Ken Tanaka, Ph.D.

(lnstitute of Buddhist Studies, CA)

Rev. Kenryt T. Tsuji

(Ekoji Budhist TemPle

Spingfield, Vtr$nia)

Dr. Taitetsu Unno

(Smih College, MassachuseG)

Ror. Tetsuo Unno

(Los Angeles, Califania)

W.S. Yokoyama
(Eastem Buddtist Society

Ohni University, Kyob, JaPan)
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Spread the Dharma

The following is a sampling of
presentations provided by the

Legacy:

Basic Buddhism

Short History of Buddhism

Buddhism in America

Buddhism and Christianity

Buddhism & Psychology

Buddhist Symbols & Rituals

Intrcduction to Meditation Workshop

Daily Dharma Workshop

Buddhist Standup Comedy Video

For further information, please

contacthe Legacy.

Dial -the-Dharma

(8471 677- 8053

This telephone service began in 1982
with a collection of over 150 recorded
talks by Rev. Gyomay Kubose. His
wife, Minnie faithfully changed the cas-
settes in their home until 1995. when
due to her health problems, it was
moved to Rev. Sunnan's home. Sub-
sequently, over 200 talks by Rev.
Sunnan were added to the cassette
library and the tapes are currently
changed daily as a Legacy service.

Call Dial-th+Dharma everyday to hear a

recorded 2-3 minute teaching.

Daily Dharma
The Daily Dharma Program is a per-
sonalized 'mentoi' service that the
Legacy offers. lt focuses on develop-
ing a natural way of expressing One-
ness in everyday living.

The progam facilitates creating a per-
sonal SPOT (Special Place of Tranquil-
ity) in your home. Additional enhance-
ment/enrichment activities are pro-
vided which build upon the foundation
of daily MAGs (Moments of Gratitude).
YES (Your Everyday Spirituality) is
included in every Oneness newsletter.
See next page.

For fuilher information, please

contac't the Legacy.
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Alexander Edwards 1trlN1

Alvin Acie Boyd g't.ty

BillBowman (tt-)

Danen and Tina Kubose 1cn1

Don and Joyce Kubose 1cn;

Douglas D. Slaten gn1

Dr. Steve Walkley 6v1
Edward and Sandna Tatlock 1rt-;

Elaine Siegel 1rt-y

Eric T. Reiss lwty

Francine Ratterbury 1tL1

Fnank M. Shimamoto lcny

George andAmy Taniguchi 1cn1

George and Ritsuko Inouye 1tt-1

Gyomay and Minnie Kubose 1tt-l

Helen Tian Hong Pan 1cn;

Hirao Sakunada (t)
lrene Mosier 1cn1

Jm Stranbler(tt-)

John and Carol Menick 1wt1

John Ruh (tt-)

Judy and Paul Hittle (wt)

June ltoku 1r-1

Karen Thompson 1tt-;

Kip Bergan (co)

Linda DoamiWolff (cn)

Amedcan Budfiist Association (st<otie, tL)

Bames & Noble (Cape eiradeau, MO)

Bames & Noble lttar vo*, t'tv1

Bamas & Noble 1ot<tatroma City, OK)

Buddha Dharma Meditation Center (Hinsdate, tL)

Buddhist Churches of Amedca Book Store 1sr, cny

Borders Bmks & Music ltte*ark, NJ)

Borders Books & Music lxonotuu, utl

Bordens Books & Music (@ittersburs, MD)

Buddtist Church of Sacramento (sacramento, cA)

Buddhist Terple of Chicago (Chicago, tL)

Heartland Sangha (chicaso, tL)

Horpa Hongruvanji Mission of Hawaii 1xt1

J. Toguri Mercantile Co. (chicaso, tL)

Midvest Buddrist Tenple (chicaso, tL)

New York Kinokuniya Bmkstores flew York, NY)

On Books (Minneapolis, MN)

Prybacks Unlimited (Femdate, Mt)

Seabrook Buddtist Temple (seabrook, NJ)

Small World Books (Venice cA)

Transitions Bookfl ace (Chicago, tL)

Zen Studies Society, Inc. (New York, NY)

Linda Whitted lrLl

Lise Olsen 1t1

Margaret Garcia gt1

Mark Hayashi 1rt-y

May Deng 1cn1

Miye Baba lcny
Naomi and May Emiko Kashiwabara 1cn1

Natasha MaEa (tL)

Norman E. Eberle trLl

Pabicia Milligan (Rakestraw) (cn)

Philip F. Gofi(tL)

Pompun NickelUn)

Yusuke and Rae Arakaki (rt-)

Richard and Maryann Bnandon (rr-)

RobertAbe (cA)

Robert and Joyce Prosise 1rr-1

RobertAzuma lcny

Rob€rta Takata 1wt1

Roy Takei lcny

Sallea Unger 1nz1

Sam Caroniti(oH)

Tetsuden Kashima (wn)

Winnie Yu 1cn1

Yoshio and Margaret Mizoroki 1cn1

Yoshiro *o tnili,H:Ili]
v
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